**Project framework**

„Human potential development for spatially enabled society“ (GEOTYM)

- **ESF Operational Programme:** Education for Competitiveness
- **Priority Axis:** Tertiary Education, Research and Development
- **Support Area:** 2.3. Human resources in research and development

**Project goals**

1. **Building up a young scientific team.**
2. **Setting up a tradition of specialized workshops** for a wider target group.
3. **Creation of electronic educational content** based on newly acquired knowledge.
4. **Increase of the qualification** of postgraduate students and young research workers.
5. **Development of theoretical approaches and practical experience** in selected areas of cartography and geoinformatics.

**Key activities**

1. **Workshops – international + CZ**
2. **Creation and distribution of educational materials**
3. **Mobility of young research workers**

**International workshops:**

I. **Geoinformation infrastructures and their cartographic aspects - JRC, Uni München.**
II. **Utilization of sensor networks in geoinformatics - 52°North, SANY.**
Have a nice workshop!